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Abstract— Healthcare systems are being extended to monitor
patients with body sensors wirelessly linked to a mobile phone
that interacts with remote healthcare services and staff. As
such systems become more widespread, with multiple healthcare
providers and security domains, the establishment of trust between users, providers and medical staff will become important.
In this paper we implement the ETTG privacy-preserving trust
negotiation protocol and show how it can be used to automatically
establish mutual trust between interacting parties in compliance
with access-control and disclosure policies. The protocol is
implemented in Java and can be run on J2ME platforms. The
trust negotiation steps are logged and the resulting trust graphs
can be visualised to show how policy compliance was achieved.
We also develop a new easier-to-understand syntax for ETTG
and use it to define access-control and disclosure policies for a
small pervasive healthcare scenario.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Future large-scale healthcare in the community will involve
many different organisations cooperating in patient care, including doctors, hospitals, dentists, pharmacies, drug companies and insurance companies. With the advent of new onbody and embedded medical sensors, it is becoming feasible to
contemplate new applications that offer real-time healthcare to
patients, and involve complex workflows between the patient
and services in different organisations. These workflows will
typically require peers to establish secure connections (e.g.
SSL) and have authorisation controls in place on resources.
Traditional security methods are based on a shared security
infrastructure, where parties are known to each other. The trust
between parties is predefined. As the healthcare marketplace
becomes more open and competitive, applications will need
to select and interact with multiple providers and multiple
security domains, trust management systems will be required
to establish high levels of trust. Trust management systems
[1]–[6] make trust decisions by reasoning and inferring an
entity’s competence, honesty and dependability from credentials, trust policy specifications, past experience and the entities
reputation. Trust management is a more flexible means of
establishing and evolving security and privacy in distributed,
mobile and pervasive systems than the traditional centralised
model because it does not require pre-knowledge of users
and services nor a common security infrastructure. Such an
approach will be essential in pervasive healthcare where applications will need to support legal requirements for user privacy

and data protection. Trust decisions will be used to control
what information should be released to another party, what
resources the party should have access to, how to configure
the mechanisms that will be needed to make the interaction
secure etc.
Paradoxically, trust management systems, can become the
source of privacy concerns. Trust management systems manage trust by collecting user information. The more accurate the
information gathered, the more likely a correct decision can be
reached. However, without enough justification and assurance,
users may refuse to disclose information. There is a tension
between respecting the users’ right of controlling their data
while also trying to avoid unnecessary failures caused by lack
of information.
In automated trust negotiation, trust is established by incremental exchange of credentials, ideally protecting sensitive
credentials in the process. In this paper we implement the
Extended Trust Target Graph (ETTG) protocol proposed by
Li et al. [7] and show how it can be used to establish trust in
a small pervasive healthcare scenario. ETTG is the succesor to
TTG [8] and extends TTG by adding native support for several
cryptographic credential schemes and associated protocols.
Our implementation is implemented in Java, uses TCP sockets
for communication and can run on limited J2ME devices.
It includes a new easier-to-understand syntax for specifying
credentials and policies. The negotiation steps can be logged
in a database for auditing and data provenance purposes and
the corresponding trust graph animated to show how mutual
trust was established or failed to be established.
II. T RUST

IN

P ERVASIVE H EALTHCARE

In the future people will have attached and embedded
medical sensors as well as carry a mobile phone. The mobile
phone will act as a gateway that will be able to communicate
with the body sensors using a WPAN standard like ZigBee,
and with remote services and medical staff using a mobile
voice/video/data standard like 3G. The mobile phone will also
provide a degree of local storage and processing capabilities
and several interfaces (screen, keyboard, sound, voice, camera,
video). Processing and communications will also need to be
optimised for battery life and the pricing of cellular data
transfers.

We envisage that the healthcare market will be flexible, with
healthcare services being provided by both public and private
organisations that collaborate behind the scenes. People will be
able to decide and even negotiate which services they want.
For example, a user will be able to subscribe to a medical
monitoring service that can process the readings from the
user’s sensors forwarded via the user’s mobile phone. If an
emergency is detected the monitoring service could inform the
user, the user’s doctor and call an ambulance. The monitoring
service will need access to the user’s medical details that are
relevant to the monitored condition as well as details of the
hospital where the user may have had previous treatment for
the condition. The monitoring service would then be able to
liaise with the emergency services and the hospital to which
the user will be taken for emergency treatment. Hospitals
may need to interact with the user’s doctor and possibly
social services about caring for the user after treatment. In
a small hospital, there may not be local expertise to evaluate
medical information such as X-rays and ECG readings and so
these need to be sent to a remote expert over the network.
Perhaps the user’s usual consultant is not available and a new
one has to be chosen. In some contexts, the user’s medical
insurance company will need to be included in the service
provisioning and workflow. The monitoring service may like to
provide anonymised monitoring records of the user for medical
research perhaps by offering a discounted price for the service.
Issues of trust, privacy, security and context pervade this
simple scenario. Should the user trust the monitoring service?
Can the user verify the credentials of the monitoring service?
Can the user ensure that only those parts of his medical record
pertinent to the monitored condition are disclosed by the user’s
doctor/hospital to the monitoring service? Should the user
allow his monitored data to be anonymised and passed on?
Should the hospital trust the monitoring service? Should the
hospital rely on the data and assessment from the monitoring
service? Should the monitoring service trust the user and the
readings from the user’s sensors? The list is long.
Even when the general workflow of service interactions is
known, circumstances (context) will require decisions to be
made dynamically. We would like to localise and automate
these decisions as much as possible. In particular we would
like the decision on whether a connection (secure on or not)
should be established with a particular party to be based on
local policies. We also want privacy preserving policies that
can be used to control what information should be disclosed
(including the credentials used) in the trust negotiation process.
The other party will do likewise, leading to a degree of mutual
trust.
III. AUTOMATED T RUST N EGOTIATION
Automated trust negotiation (ATN), first proposed in [9] by
Winsborough et al., uses incremental exchange of credentials
to make trust decisions. In ATN, policies are used to regulate
the disclosure of credentials, in addition to the granting of
system resources. Disclosure policies state the conditions
under which a party can release a sensitive credential during

a negotiation. In particular users can refuse to disclose a
credential if it is not relevant to a request, or choose to
disclose other credentials instead. Because there may not be
enough trust to convince users to release sensitive credentials
in one step, trust negotiation allows incremental exchange of
credentials. At the beginning of the negotiation the two parties
begin by disclosing credentials that are not sensitive. Initial
trust can be established by evaluating these credentials and
disclosure policies for more sensitive credentials that may be
satisfied. We can then reveal these more sensitive credentials
and iterate the process until eventually we satisfy or fail the
policy of the desired resource.
A notable vulnerability of the trust negotiation model [10]
is that the credential holder may release more information
even with well defined disclosure policies. A credential may
be possession-sensitive if knowledge of the possession of a
specific credential is considered sensitive. When a request
for such a credential is received, a party may reply with a
counter-request if it has the credential because it needs to
establish higher level of trust in order to disclose it or do
nothing if it doesn’t have it. However the other party can
infer the possession or non-possession of the credential by
observing the reply. Winsborough and Li [8] try to address
this problem by introducing acknowledge policies. Here a
party can define acknowledge policies on their possessionsensitive credentials such that the credential holder will not
acknowledge the request until the counter-party satisfies the
acknowledge policy.
A. Cryptographic Privacy Protection
Cryptographic tools and protocols can be used to improve
the privacy protection and effectiveness of ATN. Conventional
credentials such as X.509 certificates [11] store attribute
information in clear form and the information is disclosed in an
all-or-nothing fashion. If there are some sensitive attributes in
the credential, the credential is not disclosed which may cause
the negotiation to fail unnecessarily. Cryptographic credentials
such as anonymous credentials [12], [13], privacy enhanced
credentials [14] and OAcerts [15] use a commitment scheme to
store attribute values in a encrypted and verifiable form. When
requested, the credential holder can disclose the credential
without revealing the attribute values stored in it because
the counter-party learns nothing about the attribute values by
looking at the commitments. The credential holder can also
selectively show the attributes in a credential by only opening
the commitments what he wants to disclose. Other schemes
such as zero-knowledge proofs [16], hidden credentials [17],
[18], OSBE [19] and OCBE [15] can also be used to validate
credentials and attribute values without actually disclosing
them.
IV. ETTG T RUST N EGOTIATION L ANGUAGE
In the ETTG, each negotiating party has a trust policy store
which contains credential, attribute and policy declarations.
1. Credential declarations describe the credentials a party
has. The underlying framework is designed to support various

credentials, including standard X.509 certificates [11], hidden
credentials [17], [18], anonymous credentials [12], [13], OAcerts [15] as well as unsigned statements. There are two kinds
of credentials: direct credentials and delegation credentials.
Direct credentials are statements that attest to one or more
of the negotiating party’s attributes. Delegation credentials are
statements of delegation of authority. Both credentials take the
form:
negotiator.signer.credentialname(attrlist)

The negotiator and signer fields can be substituted by
self or peer when defining policies to denote each of the
negotiating parties. This allows negotiator-independent policy
specifications to be written. In the case of unsigned statements,
the signer field is always any.
In the following, the direct credential is a statement signed
by the NHS 1 which asserts Bob’s name, date of birth and NHS
registration number, while the delegation credential states that
the NHS delegates the authority to certify specialists to Barts
hospital.:
credential Bob.NHS.Registration(name = Bob,
DoB = 1942/02/28, number = 12345)
delegation BartsHosp.NHS.Specialist()

Dummy credentials are used as a placeholder in policy
statements to ensure compliance with the TTG graph processing rules. They take the form credentialname(attrlist).
They don’t have the negotiator and signer fields so can
easily be distinguished from real credentials. Usually, we use
dummy credentials to represent a resource. The goal of the
corresponding policy can be understood as the signing of an
access ticket to the requester. An example is the diagnosis()
credential in the first accept policy P1 in section IV-A.
2. Attribute declarations are used to define the sensitivity
of individual credential attributes. The keyword nonsensitive
means that the attribute can be revealed to anyone, while the
keyword sensitive indicates that at least one of the disclosure
policies for the attribute must be satisfied before the attribute
can be disclosed. The declarations also define a more convenient shorter name for the credential attribute for use in
disclosure policies. For example:
nonsensitive
speciality = Alice.BartsHosp.Specialist(speciality)

means that the speciality attribute is considered as nonsensitive and refers to the attribute speciality in the credential
Alice.BartsHosp.specialist. If a party has several credentials
with the same attribute, they can be listed in the same attribute
declaration. For example:
nonsensitive DoB = Alice.Gov.Passport(DoB),
Alice.Gov.IDCard(DateOfBirth)

3. Policy declarations are used to control access to resources, credentials and the disclosure of information. Policies
can either be declared unconditionally true and are always
satisfied or can be defined as a conjunction of credentials
in which case, the counter party must provide all the stated
credentials. Policies can have a precondition to control the
1 National
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disclosure of the policy. The precondition can be false or
a credential. If it is false, then the precondition will never
be satisfied and the protected part will not be revealed. If
the precondition is a credential, then the counter-party must
provide the credential to satisfy the precondition and learn the
policy.
There are six types of policy:
• accept policies are used to control access to a resource.
An example of access control policy is the policy P1 in
section IV-A.
• disclose ac policies are used to control access to a
credential. If there are disclose ac policies associated with
a requested credential, we will issue a counter-request
and wait until it is satisfied before sending a copy of the
requested credential to the counter-party.
• disclose ack policies are used to control the disclosure
of the information that we possess such a credential. If
there is a disclose ack policy associated with a requested
credential, we will not acknowledge the request, e.g. in
the form of disclosing the credential or sending a counterrequest, until the counter-party satisfies the disclose ack
policy.
• disclose full policies are used to control the disclosure of
an attribute value. When a disclose full policy is satisfied,
the attribute value will always be disclosed to the counterparty. This can be done by sending the credential linked
to the attribute reference to the counter-party, opening the
commitment or simply sending a value in the case of an
unsigned credential.
• disclose range policies are used to control the disclosure
of an attribute value. When a disclose range policy is
satisfied, the counter-party can learn a range in which
the attribute value exists. The range is determined by the
precision given in the policy.
• disclose bit policies are used to control the disclosure of
an attribute value. If a disclose bit policy is satisfied, the
counter-party is entitled to receive one bit of information
about the attribute value. This information can be the result of an evaluation performed on the attribute value, for
example, whether it is greater than a particular number.
A. Example
Alice is a doctor of Hospital BartsHosp who provides a
remote diagnostic service. To perform a remote diagnosis,
Alice requires the patient to provide two credentials. The first
is a digital credential from the NHS containing the patient’s
registration number which can be used to locate the patient’s
Electronic Medical Record. The second is the current body
sensor data needed for the diagnosis. The policy P1 offers the
diagnosis service. In the policy peer denotes the requesting
party, while any is used when a credential does not need to
be signed. Note: self could be used instead of Alice in the
body of this trust policy.
Alice has following credentials: C1 , C2 and C3 . The first
credential C1 is signed by General Medical Council (GMC)
which certifies that Alice is a doctor in good standing. The

trustpolicy: Alice
accept diagnosis() if
peer.NHS.Registration(number) and peer.any.MonitorData()
credential Alice.GMC.Doctor()
credential Alice.BartsHosp.Specialist(speciality = Heart)
delegation BartsHosp.NHS.Specialist()
nonsensitive speciality = Alice.BartsHosp.Specialist(speciality)

[P1 ]
[C1 ]
[C2 ]
[C3 ]
[A1 ]

trustpolicy: Bob
credential Bob.NHS.Registration(name = Bob, DoB = 1942/02/28, number = 12345)
sensitive number = Bob.NHS.Registration(number)
sensitive DoB = Bob.NHS.Registration(DoB)
nonsensitive name = Bob.NHS.Registration(name)
disclose full number if peer.GMC.Doctor()
disclose full DoB if peer.GMC.Doctor()
disclose bit DoB if true
disclose ac Bob.BodySensors.MonitorData() if peer.NHS.Specialist(speciality = Heart)

[C4 ]
[A2 ]
[A3 ]
[A4 ]
[P2 ]
[P3 ]
[P4 ]
[P5 ]

trustpolicy: MedMon
accept discount() if peer.NHS.Registration(DoB ≤ 1946/01/01)

[P6 ]

Fig. 1.

The Policies for the Example

second credential C2 is signed by the hospital which certifies
Alice is a heart specialist. There is also a delegation credential
C3 which is issued by the NHS that delegates to the hospital
the authority to certify specialists.
The attribute speciality in C2 is not considered sensitive, so
we can declare it in A1 .
Bob is a patient who wants to use the remote diagnosis
service (e.g. provided by Alice). Bob has a credential C4 which
is the registration certificate issued by the NHS containing his
name, date of birth and registration number.
Bob considers his number and DoB as sensitive, so in his
trust policy store, he adds two sensitive declarations, one for
the registration number A2 and the other for the DoB A3 . The
name attribute is considered as non-sensitive, so Bob also has
a declaration A4 for it.
The disclosure of the registration number and DoB is
controlled by disclosure policies P2 , P3 and P4 . The policies
P2 and P3 state that the attributes can be disclosed if the peer
(Alice in this scenario) is a GMC certified doctor. P4 states
that Bob is willing to tell the peer whether his DoB attribute
satisfies the peer’s policy in any situation. Bob will run a
zero-knowledge proof protocol to convince the peer without
revealing the exact value. Bob also has body sensors which can
provide real time monitoring data. The data can be deemed as a
unsigned credential therefore can be protected by an ac policy
P5 which states that the monitoring data can be disclosed if
the peer is certified by the NHS as a heart specialist.
Finally, consider a monitoring service provider MedMon
which offers a discount to senior citizens (over 60 years
old). To receive the discount, the subscriber must provide a
digital credential from the NHS containing his Date of Birth.
The policy store for MedMon contains only one policy P6 .
Bob negotiates with MedMon using the same credentials and
policies as described before.

V. T RUST N EGOTIATION
The trust negotiation process involves two parties working
together to successfully construct a trust target graph (TTG).
The negotiation begins when the requesting parties requests
access to a resource. The resource holder creates a TTG
containing one node which represents the request. The first
node is called the primary target. The resource holder then
tries to process the TTG by adding more nodes into the graph
according to its local trust policy specifications. If it cannot
process the graph further, it sends the partially processed graph
to the requesting party.
In each subsequent round, one party tries to process the
graph, making changes and sends these changes to the counterparty. If necessary and allowed, credentials are released to
justify the changes. The counter-party verifies the changes
against the credentials. It then updates its local copy of the
TTG to reflect these changes. The negotiation succeeds when
the primary target is satisfied. It fails when the primary target
fails, or when neither party can no longer change the graph.
A. Trust Target Graphs
The trust-target graph is directed graph that represents the
negotiation process. Nodes in a TTG are called trust targets
and are used to represent each parties questions and replies.
In any step, the party that asks a question is called the verifier
and the counter-party is called the opponent. There are five
kinds of trust target nodes in a TTG:
1) A credential target means that the verifier wants to see
proof that the opponent has a particular credential.
2) A policy target means the verifier wants to see proof
that the opponent satisfies a policy.
3) A conjunction target means the verifier wants to see a
conjunction of credentials.
4) An attribute goal means that the verifier wants the
opponent to show him the value of an attribute.

Credential Edge
Policy Edge
Policy Control Edge
Policy Expansion Edge
Conjunction Edge
Attribute Control Edge

Credential Target
at least 1
at least 1
N/A
N/A
all
N/R

Policy Target
N/A
N/A
N/R
at least 1
N/A
N/A

Conjunction Target
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
all
N/A

Attribute Goal
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
at least 1

TABLE I
S ATISFACTION C ONDITIONS

5) A trivial target has no particular meaning and is used
as a place holder when the parties need to add an edge
into the graph.
Nodes in a TTG are connected by edges. An edge in TTG is
always directed from the child node to the parent node. There
are 6 types of edges in a TTG:
1) A credential edge points from a credential target or a
trivial target to another credential target. It needs to be
justified before being added into the TTG. For trivial
targets, a direct credential must be attached to show that
the opponent has the credential requested in the parent
node. For credential targets, a delegation credential must
be attached to prove the delegation of authority. The
credential will be revealed to the verifier if the child
node is satisfied.
2) A policy edge points from a policy target to a credential
target and the credential specified in the credential target
is specified in the policy target.
3) A policy control edge points from a credential target to
a policy target. The credential specified in the credential
target is the precondition specified for the policy target.
4) A policy expansion edge points from a conjunction target
to a policy target in which case the conjunction is in the
policy body. If the policy body is the keyword true, then
the child should be a trivial target.
5) An conjunction edge points from a credential target to
a conjunction target where the credential is part of the
conjunction. It can also points from an attribute goal to
a credential target where the attribute is contained in the
credential.
6) An attribute control edge points from a policy target to
a credential target or an attribute goal. The policy is a
disclosure policy which controls the disclosure of the
credential or the attribute. Each attribute control edge
has a tag consisting of ac, ack, full, bit or range which
denote the type of the disclosure policy.
B. Graph Construction
Each node has a processing state which is a pair of boolean
states: verifier-processed and opponent-processed. A node will
be fully processed if both states are true.
When a new node is added to a TTG, its processing state
is initialised. For a trivial target, it will be initialised as fully
processed. For a policy target or an conjunction target, it will

be initialised as opponent-processed. For an attribute goal, it
will be initialised as verifier-processed. For a credential target,
the initialisation is more involved: if the credential is a dummy
credential, which means the credential is not listed in the
credential declarations and is created only for the purpose of
defining a policy statement, then the corresponding credential
target will be initialized as opponent-processed. Otherwise, it
will be initialized as verifier-processed.
The parties use the processing state to distinguish which
nodes have been processed by them. If the node is verifierprocessed, the verifier will not process it further. If the node is
opponent-processed, the opponent will not process it further. If
the node is fully-processed, then neither party will process it.
In each round, the party finds those nodes which haven’t been
completely processed by it, processes each of them and marks
them as processed when it has finished all the processing steps
on them.
Each node also has a satisfaction state which can be
satisfied, failed or unknown. A trivial target will be created as
satisfied. All the other nodes will be created with a satisfaction
state of unknown. The satisfaction state of these trust targets
changes depending on the satisfaction state of their children
and the edges between them and the children.
A target will fail if all its children failed, or one of the
children connected to it using the conjunction edge failed, or
it is fully processed but has no child. In table I, we describe the
conditions under which the target will become satisfied. The
first row shows the type of a target, the first column shows the
type of edge between the target and its children. N/A means
that the target cannot be connect with the child using this kind
of edge. N/R means that the target can be connected with the
child using this kind of edge, but the satisfaction state of the
child has no influence on the satisfaction state of the parent.
At least 1 means if there are children connected to the target
using this kind of edge, then the target will become satisfied if
at least one of them is satisfied. All means if there are children
connected to the target using this kind of edge, then the target
will become satisfied if all of them are satisfied.
C. Negotiation Process for Example
In this section, we illustrate the negotiation process for the
example discussed in section IV-A.
1) Negotiation between Alice and Bob: Figure 2 is the
screenshot from our negotiation visualizer which shows the
final result of the negotiation between Alice (doctor) and

Fig. 2.

Trust Negotiation Between Alice and Bob

Bob (patient). The ellipse nodes are added by Alice and the
rectangle nodes are added by Bob. Each node shows the role
of the parties, processing states, node type and the content
of the node. For example, in node 1, Alice(X) ← Bob(X)
means that Alice is the verifier and Bob is the opponent. The
“X” in the brackets next to a party’s name means that the
party has processed the node. Credential : diagnosis means
that this node is a credential target for the dummy credential
diagnosis.
The negotiation begins when Bob sends a request for the
remote diagnosis. Alice creates a new TTG and adds the
request into the graph as a credential node (node 1). Node
1 is the primary node which means if it is satisfied, then the
negotiation succeeds. Alice searches her trust policy store and
finds that there is an access control policy P1 for offering

diagnosis. Alice then expands the graph by adding nodes 2,
3, 4, 5. Node 2 is a policy node which contains the reference
to the policy. It is connected to node 1 by a policy edge.
Node 3 is a conjunction node contains the policy body of
the policy stated in node 2. Nodes 4 and 5 are derived from
node 3 and each represents a credential requirement in the
conjunction contained in node 3. The two nodes connect to
node 3 using conjunction edges, which means both of them
need to be satisfied in order to satisfy node 3. Alice cannot
process the graph any more, so she passes the graph to Bob.
Bob then adds nodes 6 - 12 to the graph. Nodes 6 and 7 are
derived from node 4. The framework is designed to support
cryptographic credentials such as anonymous credentials and
OAcerts which allow separation of credential disclosure from
attribute disclosure. Node 4 is a request for a credential plus

the attribute contained in it. Node 6 and node 7 are used to
separate the disclosure of these two pieces of information.
Node 6 which is a credential node requests only the credential,
while node 7 is an attribute node which requests only the
attribute. These two nodes are also connected to the parent by
conjunction edges. Node 7 is further expanded because there
is a disclosure policy for the attribute value. Node 9 contains
the reference to the policy and node 10 contains the body of
the policy. Similarly, nodes 11 and 12 are added. A trivial
node (node 8) is added as child of node 6 because there is no
policy controls for the disclosure of the credential requested
in node 6. The credential is attached to the credential edge
between node 6 and node 8. Since node 8 is a trivial node
and is satisfied when created, the credential is released to the
verifier. The verifier gets the requested credential thereby node
6 becomes satisfied. Bob then passes the graph back to Alice.
Alice adds nodes 13 - 16 and the negotiation succeeds
in this round. Node 14 and 15 are added to separate the
disclosure of the credential and the attribute requested in node
12. Node 10 and node 15 are trivially satisfied since there
are no policies to control the disclosure of the credential and
attribute requested in these two nodes. The satisfaction of node
10 also satisfies node 9 and node 7 in turn. Now both nodes 6
and 7 are satisfied, node 4 is also satisfied. On the other hand,
Alice doesn’t have the credential requested in node 14, but
she has a direct credential and a delegation credential which
are effectively equivalent to the credential requested. So she
adds node 16 and a credential edge between node 16 and
14 which the delegation credential is attached to. Node 16
is trivially satisfied and both credentials are revealed to Bob.
Consequently, node 14 is satisfied. Node 12 is now satisfied
because both children are satisfied and the attribute value for
node 15 satisfies the requirement in node 12. Node 11 and
node 5 are satisfied as a consequence. Now both nodes 4 and
5 are satisfied, so node 3 is satisfied, then node 2, and then
finally node 1, the primary node, is satisfied.
2) Negotiation between MedMon and Bob: The negotiation
process is shown in figure 3.
MedMon first creates nodes 1, 2, 3 which represent its
requirement for the subscribers to get the discount. Nodes 4
and 5 are added by Bob to represent the two sub-requests
derived from node 3. Node 4 is trivially satisfied since there
are no disclosure policies related to the required credential.
Node 5 has two related disclosure policies, one is a disclose
full policy which requires the counter-party to have a doctor
certificate from the GMC, the other is a disclose bit policy
which is unconditionally true. Since MedMon does not have
the credential required, it cannot satisfy node 9 to learn the
exact Date of Birth of Bob. But MedMon can run a zeroknowledge proof protocol with Bob to see whether the attribute
value satisfies its policy or not. The evaluation result turns out
to be true, so node 5 is satisfied. The success also triggers the
satisfication of node3, node 2 and at last, the primary node.

Fig. 3.

Trust Negotiation Between MedMon and Bob

VI. R ELATED W ORK
A number of trust negotiation schemes have recently been
developed.
TrustBuilder [20], [21] aims to build a ubiquitous and
scalable trust negotiation system which enables interaction
across security domain boundaries in any situation. A variety
of strategies are defined to allow strangers to establish trust
through the exchange of digital credentials and the use of
access control policies that specify what combinations of
credentials a stranger must disclose in order to gain access
to each local service or credential. TrustBuilder also provides
a trust negotiation protocol, Trust Negotiation in TLS (TNT)
protocol [22], which extends the trust negotiation in TLS
handshake protocol. A problem of TrustBuilder is the lack of
adequate protection on possession-sensitive credentials. The
two strategies proposed in [10] either increases the risk of the
negotiation failing or enables the negotiator to gather excessive
information about the other party.
Trust Target Graph (TTG) [8] uses RT0 [4] for specifying
credentials and policies. By using RT0 , the system takes
advantage of its expressive power in attribute-based reasoning,
delegation support and credential discovery. It also exploits
new approaches to protect sensitive credentials and attributes
by introducing the notion of attribute acknowledgment policies. In [23], the authors also introduced a formal notion of
safety for ATN which is based on the possibility of third
parties inferring information on the negotiating parties profiles.
Based on the formal notion, the authors present a family
of negotiation strategies that uses the TTG protocol that
support a credential system with delegation and show that

these strategies provide credential-combination hiding with
probabilistic indistinguishability.
Trust-X [24] proposed by Bertino et al. is an XML-based
framework for trust negotiations. It was designed specifically
for peer-to-peer interactions in which both negotiating parties
are equally responsible for negotiation management. An XMLbased language, X-TNL, is used to specify certificates and
policies. The system supports both CA-signed credentials and
self-signed declarations. Trust-X allows trust tickets which are
generated at the end of a successful negotiation to be used
in negotiation. If similar negotiations are executed repeatedly
between the same parties, trust tickets efficiently reduce the
negotiation time and traffic. A further extension of Trust-X
enables it to support partial attribute disclosure and negotiation
based on P3P policies [14].
VII. S UMMARY

AND

F UTURE D IRECTIONS

In this paper we described the implementation of a privacypreserving trust negotiation protocol and showed how it can
be used to automatically establish mutual trust between interacting parties if their access-control and disclosure policies
comply. The protocol is implemented in Java and can be run
on J2ME platforms. The trust negotiation steps are recorded
and the resulting trust graphs can be visualised to show how
policy compliance was achieved. We also developed a new
syntax for ETTG trust negotiation and illustrated its use with
a simple pervasive healthcare scenario.
We are currently experimenting with more complex examples involving several parties and hope to trial them on
them on our WPAN comprising a Nokia 6680 phone running
Symbian OS and locally developed body-sensor nodes running
TinyOS2 . We are also looking at optimisations to reduce the
communication overheads of trust negotiation, particular for
servers that concurrently process many negotiations.
One aspect of our future work is to use cryptography
to achieve “perfect privacy”. Cryptography can dramatically
reduce the unnecessary disclosure, but not fully. Commitment
schemes minimise the disclosure of information, but must
reveal the commitment in order to convince the other party.
Zero-knowledge proofs leak the possession of credentials and
are subject to probing attack. OSBE and Hidden Credentials
can be used to protect possession-sensitive credentials, but
their oblivious property is only valid when the policies don’t
need to test attribute values. OCBE enables the oblivious use
of attributes which prevent probing attack on the sensitive
attributes, but we must show the credentials containing the
attributes to the other party. We are looking at whether we can
achieve oblivious usage of credentials and oblivious usage of
attribute values simultaneously. We are also looking at the use
of secure computation techniques and anonymising proxies in
our negotiation framework to enhance security and privacy in
pervasive healthcare.
2A
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